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Most of what is seen is Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron but you may be able to see shades of red, yellow, or blue. Best of all, this story
has an element of what I think of as divine ridiculousness: a delight I listened to this as an audiobook just recently, and I was absolutely blown
away by it. More information about this seller Contact this seller. And of course a Grey is entirely unsuitable, although not prohibited. Description
The New York Times bestseller and "a rich brew of dystopic fantasy and deadpan goofiness" The Washington Post from the author of the
Thursday Next series and Early Riser Welcome to Chromatacia, where the societal hierarchy is strictly regulated by one's limited color perception.
Yep, this was that kind of a book for me. These allow, for example, Yellows to experience the impression of green — although only
approximately. Well, I don't want to properly review this book for you because I am annoyed as this promised to be a 5 star book for me at the
start. Jasper Fforde's website. Specifically he learns that misfits, supposedly sent to Emerald City to be brainwashed, are taken to the deserted
town of High Saffron where they are killed by looking at a building whose colour is poisonous. Enlarge cover. For that reason, my
recommendation is to skip this book simply because the ending is so frustrating. Jane and Eddie won't be born for another seven hundred years,
but there's still a lot of fun to be had. But one thing I felt by the end of this book was that it could have been so much better if this was published as
a full length page novel instead of a trilogy. The social hierarchy of Chromatacia is defined by the ability to see colour, which is limited in most
people to varying degrees of one hue, or at most two. You are commenting using your Google account. Hundreds of years after the 'Something
That Happened', humans have become severely colorblind and now live in a society where your social standing is determined solely based on
Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron ability to see color. If you're not reading this, you're missing out on something brilliant. Eddie Russett is
the main character in this venture, a character embedded in the unbelievably complex world of Chromatacia--a version of our world that is
something like a cross between Ayn Rand's Anthem and the opening sequences of the Wizard of Oz. Readers also enjoyed. He gave us an odd
look, handedback our merit books and wished us a joyously uneventful future beforeswiftly moving to attend someone else. With this novel,
Fforde begins a new series based in a future world that arose from the ashes of ours and in which every person's status in society is based on the
portion of color spectrum that they can see. I was lost as soon as I Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron, nothing was explained, and it was
all so nonsensical — the worldbuilding was executed in such a piss poor way. After all, punishments f I'm not fully sure of how to classify this
book. In order from highest to lowest caste, the castes are purple, blue, green, Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron, orange, red, and grey.
Regardless, he remains fascinated with Jane, and becomes involved with activities in the town. Email required Address never made public. As one
Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron expect from Fforde, Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron books is extremely humorous and off-
the-wall. Their world is heavily stratified by colour This is my second attempt to read this book. Getting to the point of takeoff is a little bumpier
this time around. Retrieved 15 Jun The writing is brilliant! Shelves: reviewedznovelfictionreadbooks-male-author-or-illustspeculative-
fictiongoodreads-authorzz-5staruk. But the sly linguistic entertainer of the "Thursday Next" and "Nursery Crime" series, in which fictional
characters such as Hamlet and Jack Spratt interact, sometimes alarmingly, with "real" characters who are of course themselves fictional, takes a
sharp turn in his new novel. The big new thing added since the existing answers to this question: "In a webchat, Fforde said a prequel to the series:
7 Things to Do Before You Die in Talgarth may come out in In fantasy, we have the ability to write about anything. Active Oldest Votes. The
probably most up-to-date thing I can find from the author at the moment is a short note on his website about a prequel for next year:. Like those
watery spaces filled with possible fish, Fforde always conveys a sense of a fully realised world ticking away behind the main action and that's
certainly true in the whimsical, frightening world of Eddie Russett, when he find himself confronted by a man who's wrong-spotted, somewhere in
the middle of a plot that turns out to involve the government and society as a whole. Seller Rating:. Sally was an evul cow, and Yewberry was a
bastard but they were both fun to read about. They used Woad to make a blue then adde …more The town of Lincoln in England produced cloth
in medieval times and their green dye was famous for its colour. Protagonist Eddie Russett is a 'Red' sent to the outer-fringe town of East Carmine
to conduct a chair census, which he speculates is punishment for a practical joke played on the son of a prefect. And what a fresh breath of
weirdness it turned out to be. Thanks, Fforde. I admit that it was an interesting concept but none of it was remotely believable. The use of
chromatics as a basis for society and government is so novel; I very much admire Mr. It was such a weird dystopian world. We can notify you
when this item is back in stock. James's erotic novel 50 Shades of GreyFforde's work, which was originally simply titled Shades of Greynever
reached the mainstream popularity of James's very different novel and has since been renamed in part to distinguish it from the similarly titled erotic
novel. Whileserving his punishment for a school prank by compiling a "chaircensus," Eddie visits fascinating new places, enjoys the wonders of
theUnLibrary and the organized worship of Oz, and decides thatconscientious resistance to entrenched authority probably won't bringabout the
ultimate ecological catastrophe--Mildew. Eventually, Jane and Eddie dare to travel beyond the Outer Markers to the city of High Saffron, where



they discover a terrible secret involving a poisonous color and a group of people who were supposed to be receiving rehabilitation Shades of Grey:
The Road to High Saffronalthough technically a dystopian novel, is light and playfully satirical in tone. A prequel to 'Shades of Grey' that is
essentially a standalone set in the Shades of Grey world, two weeks before the Something that Happened, referred to in Shades of Grey. To find
out more, Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. We use cookies to serve you certain types
of adsincluding ads relevant to your interests on Book Depository and to work with approved third parties in the process of delivering ad content,
including Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron relevant to your interests, to measure the effectiveness of their ads, and to perform services on
behalf of Book Depository. Martin Ender Martin Ender 6 6 silver badges 18 18 bronze badges. Everybody sees in shades of grey with the
exception of one color, either primary red, blue, yellow or complementary green, purple, orange. I am continually impressed by Fforde's
imagination, writing and his supreme talent for incorporating both well known and obscure references to literature and pop culture. How about
Leapbacks, what are those? Roger Maroon still sniffing about? Does Jasper Fforde intend a sequel to Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron
of Grey? Re-reading potential: high! And although she was Grey and I was Red, we shared a commonthirst for justice that transcended Chromatic
politics. And wha This was really, really good, and really, really weird. Of course, Fforde cannot permit his characters or his readers to be happy,
so he makes sure to end things on not one, but several big cliffhangers. Hardcoverpages. Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron was actually
sent to the Outer Fringesto conduct a chair census and learn some humility. If you do, you're probably a Douglas Adams fan which means you
would probably like this also.
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